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Mr President, 

Thank you for this opportunity to join today's discussion on the world economic situation 

and the prospects for the future. My comments will focus on a category of 

macroeconomic risks and impacts stemming from increased frequency and intensity of 

natural disasters and from complex conflicts, both growing in significance for the 

affected countries and, in today's interconnected economy, for entire regions and the 

world as a whole. And at the outset I would like to recognise the growing policy work of 

the IMF and the World Bank in this area. 

Let me start with natural disasters, which every year take thousands of lives and cause 

enormous suffering. Their most immediate economic impact - damage costs - has 

quadrupled over the last three decades, from an average of $50 billion/year during the 

80s to nearly $200 billion/year in constant prices over the last decade. And with climate 

change - and more wealth in countries in the path of disasters - this trend is bound to 

continue. In three out of the last four years the damage costs have greatly exceeded 

$200 billion.  

Beyond damage costs there are fiscal consequences - reduced revenues, increased 

expenditure, increased public debt. In addition, mega-disasters can cause disruptions of 

global supply chains with short-term negative consequences for the world economy: for 

example, the 2011 floods in Thailand cut 2.5% of global industrial production. 

On the other hand, during recovery there could be a positive impact on jobs and growth 

from post-disaster reconstruction; similarly, investments in disaster-preparedness and 

disaster risk reduction can be beneficial for the economy and are generally very cost-

effective. Experience shows that for every dollar spent in disaster risk reduction there 

are four to seven dollars saved in damage costs. 

Similar to natural disasters, conflicts harm the national economy and shrink investment 

flows and trade. When coupled with large waves of refugees, as today is the case of 

Syria, and also of the Central African Republic and South Sudan, the macroeconomic 

consequences for the neighbours can be significant. Those include fiscal impacts due to 

the growth in public expenditure (for schools, hospitals, police, infrastructure), but also 

an impact on wages, commodity prices and rents. In Jordan and Lebanon today Syrian 

refugees are willing to work for very little pay, which depresses local wages, as well as 

the greater demand for food and housing pushing up the cost of living for everyone. But 

if disasters usually unite societies and lead to post-disaster booms, protracted conflicts 

roll back development and leave scars on communities for many years to come. 

And both disasters and conflicts drive humanitarian expenditure up, squeezing important 

development spending.  

What is the EU doing to address this growing trend? Over the last years we have taken 

major steps domestically to strengthen our own resilience to natural disasters and have 

focused our development cooperation and humanitarian aid programmes on addressing 

fragility. 

Domestically we have adopted a new legislation which mandates us to have risk 

assessments of our own exposure to disasters and encourages DRR investments, 

including from EU cohesion and structural funds. We are also looking for ways to draw 

on the insurance industry's capacity to provide incentives for prudent behaviour to 

households and businesses so they better manage risks and reduce disaster damage 

costs. 

In our development cooperation the new "Agenda for Change" focuses our work on 

addressing fragilities. Both in development and in humanitarian aid in the countries most 

vulnerable to natural disasters, we have adopted policies for resilience and are already 
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implementing large scale programmes, such as the €1.5 billion investment in resilience 

in the Sahel region. Last but not least, we invest in analytical work to improve our 

understanding of the economic impact of disaster and conflict risks and promote policies 

that benefit vulnerable economies. 

 

Mr President, 

Over the last years we have witnessed a very troubling trend of more extreme 

emergencies. The humanitarian community is like the proverbial canary in a coalmine - 

we see grave danger before it becomes obvious to the rest or the world. Based on 

experience, we draw the conclusion that it is time to integrate these exogenous risks - of 

climate change and disasters, and of complex conflicts - into mainstream economic 

thinking and systematically factor them into our assessment of macroeconomic risks and 

trends in the world economy.  

Thank you. 

 


